ABSTRACT Research on high-speed flight dynamics of multirotors is in increasing demand for ''quickreach'' missions such as short-distance delivery and disaster assessment. The conventional works have integrated a linear thruster model in the dynamics modeling stage and developed a corresponding control algorithm; however, the linear thruster assumption has been shown to be accurate only in a near-hover state through wind tunnel tests. This paper proposes a novel multirotor dynamics model incorporating blade element momentum theory (BEM), which can precisely predict transient thruster output in various flight states (e.g., no flow, oblique flow, and pure side flow). With the proposed dynamics model, degradation of control performance caused by disturbances and variations is noticed under typical flight state (e.g., high-speed forward flight and drastic vertical rising). Finally, an adaptive robust backstepping control algorithm is proposed to achieve guaranteed performance under the aforementioned variations and disturbances. The simulations are carried out on a small quadrotor to verify the proposed approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
The multirotor is a type of small UAV capable of high agility, stable hovering, simple structure, and vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL). In past decades, multirotors have been widely applied in military and civilian fields including aerial photography, disaster assessment, short-distance delivery, and others. Scholars have also implemented multirotors as a low-cost platform for control algorithm verification [1] - [6] , SLAM navigation [7] , and so on.
All the multirotors are propelled by rotors and their amount are up to their configurations [19] . In terms of dynamics modeling, conventional works have derived multirotor dynamics using a linear thruster model as T = k t 2 ([1]- [10] , [8] , [14] - [18] ), where T and Q represent thrust and reacting torque generated by a single propeller, respectively; Besides, k t and k q represent thrust and reacting torque coefficients; and is the rotation speed of the propeller. This thruster model contains two implications: (1) k t and k q are constant in all of the flight state; and (2) the propeller only generates force T and torque Q continuously without any generating other secondary forces and moments. Nevertheless, wind tunnel tests have demonstrated large variations in
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Bin Xu. k t and k q as the advance ratio increases. Furthermore, secondary forces and moments occur once income flow becomes oblique to the propeller rotation disk [12] . Thus, this type of linear dynamics equation mentioned above has failed to predict forces and moments precisely except in a non-flow hovering state.
Although hovering is an important state for multirotors, research on high-speed flight is in great demand for 'quickreach' such as disaster assessment and short-distance delivery. To the best of the authors' knowledge, few works have focused on multirotor dynamics under high-speed airflow. Studies have focused on controller development rather than dynamics modeling. Aerodynamics effects are often separated from the current state without explaining the mechanism and quantity of disturbances as in [8] , [14] , [15] , rendering it impossible to simulate motion under flow. To form an accurate multirotor dynamics model, as an analytical method for propeller design in the fields of aerodynamics and hydrodynamics ( [11] , [20] , [21] ), blade element theory (BEM) provides high accuracy and is integrated to form a novel multirotor dynamics in this work. This model can accurately predict transient force and torque under various flight states (e.g., no flow, oblique flow, and pure side flow) and is applied in subsequent dynamics analysis and controller development. In an under-actuated system, motion is usually archived by a hierarchical control structure, such that accurate inner loop control is a prerequisite for the outer loop. Based on the proposed dynamics model, this work presents dynamics analysis under conditions of oblique income flow to a propeller rotation disk: on one hand, secondary forces and torques generate moment disturbance, which prevent the attitude angle from precisely tracking; on the other hand, variations in k t caused by the advance ratio will result in thrust variations even under invariant control command, complicating accurate height control. In terms of multirotor control under variations and disturbances, Kayacan proposed a fuzzy neural network to enhance control accuracy under uncertain conditions [14] . Sliding mode control and adaptive control were implemented to deal with slow and fast time-varying disturbance in [15] . Alexis proposed constrained optimal attitude control in [16] .
In this paper, we construct a comprehensive dynamics model and propose an adaptive robust control algorithm to achieve guaranteed inner-loop-tracking performance. The innovations of this work can be summarized as follows: 1) an accurate thruster model based on BEM theory is integrated to form novel multirotor dynamics that can quantify disturbances and variations under various flight states, and motion under different operating modes is investigated and compared to conventional models; and 2) an adaptive robust backstepping control algorithm is developed to address aforementioned variations and disturbances, and simulation results are presented for validation. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents dynamics modeling. Dynamics analysis under various flight states is demonstrated in Section 3. Adaptive robust backstepping control is developed in Section 4.
II. MODELING OF MULTIROTOR
The mechanism of a single thruster is illustrated in Figure 1 . We present the modeling process in two stages:
Stage 1: Single-thruster dynamics based on BEM, which can precisely predict transient force and torque.
Stage 2: Multirotor dynamics integrated with proposed thruster dynamics from Stage 1.
A. SINGLE THRUSTER MODEL
BEM theory has been widely applied in engineering, such as in wind turbine design and propeller dynamics calculation. BEM theory combines both blade element theory and momentum theory. Blade element theory is combined with momentum theory to alleviate some of the difficulties in calculating the induced velocities at the rotor. Based on 44504 VOLUME 7, 2019 several assumptions such as annular ring independence and expansion free of wake, BEM provides precise results and efficient calculation. BEM is integrated in this work to 1) build up multirotor dynamics model which can provide high accuracy than conventional modeling under more comprehensive conditions, such as hovering, axial flow and oblique flow.
2) for certain multirotor, once configuration of multirotor is settled, controller design can be improved accordingly, because parameter and disturbance varying with operating state can be investigated.
1) BLADE ELEMENT THEORY
As shown in Figure 3 , the red curve represents a differential airfoil section. Income flow vectors are shown in blue and forces generated are denoted by green lines. Velocity vectors are illustrated in blue, in which V i denotes induced velocity caused by the press difference between the upper and lower surface of airfoil, and V R = (V x + V i ) 2 + ωr + V yz⊥ is the resultant velocity. b is the pitch angle between the chord line and rotation plane, which is variable from root to tip; a is the resultant flow angle and is expressed as: Forces can be calculated according to aerodynamics theory:
where C l , C d and C m are aerodynamics coefficients and can vary with the attack angle, which is linear before flow separation; for example, C l = C la (θ − α 0 − a) and C lα = 2π , where C lα is the lift curve slope of thin airfoil theory [20] . Finally, the differential thrust dT is the average force in one rotation and can be calculated according to lift, drag, and resultant angle a as:
In the momentum model, flow accelerated by the rotating disk is considered impressible, inviscid, and uniform. The rotation disk is divided into infinite differential annulus; thrust on each annulus (Figure 4 ) is expressed as:
yz . ρ is a constant representing air density. Thus, average differential thrust can be expressed as: 
3) BLADE ELEMENT MOMENTUM THEORY SYNTHESIS
Differential thrust and induced velocity can be solved by combining Equation (4) and (5), and dT can be acquired by solving them simultaneously. Hence, thrust is obtained by integrating dT along the span. To acquire the force and moment components on propeller axis [x b y b z b ], we define dH as the projection of force generated by the blade element in rotation plane y p z p . Then,
With numerical calculation instead of integration, output can be acquired by
We can transfer forces and moments generated by a single propeller from the propeller frame to the multirotor frame by rotating axis y p by δ = −90 • in this work.
where F xb F yb T b M xb M yb Q b represents forces and torques generated by a single propeller defined in body frame
It is worth noting that T b and Q b listed above are thrust and reaction torque of propeller respectively, which are control effort generated to drive multirotor. Thruster coefficients are k t = T b / 2 and k q = Q b / 2 which are varying with 1) Azimuth angle of income flow to propeller disk. 2) Velocity of income flow. This two parameters determine the V R (given in Figure 3 ) passing each blade element. Simulations are made in section III.
B. MULTIROTOR MODEL
As is known to all, multirotor is driven by several rotors, we can build up multirotor dynamics equation based on single propeller modeling in section above.
We define an earth frame and a body frame in Figure 5 , and use Euler angles to express the attitude of the quadrotor based on the following reasonable assumptions: (1) free of blade-flapping effect; (2) the mutual influence of each propeller flow field can be neglected; (3)without acrobat motion. The dynamics model of quadrotor can hence be formulated as [10] :
All symbols in the above equation are defined as in According to Equation (8) , disturbance in the attitude angle and position can be presented as: where i indicates the ith propeller. Similarly, position disturbances in equation (9) can be depicted as in (11), as shown at the bottom of this page. The drag and moment generated by the multirotor frame are quite small compared to the propeller. Thus, angular disturbances in equation (9) can be calculated by result from each propeller by BEM.
From the point of control, F z Q φ Q θ Q ψ can be modeled as Equation (12) with varying coefficients k t and k q ; [u 1 u 2 u 3 u 4 ] represents control command. d denotes the distance between the thruster and gravity center.
Taking the dynamics model built in Equation (1)∼ (12), motion analysis and simulation can be conducted under various flight states.
III. DYNAMICS ANALYSIS UNDER INCOME FLOW A. PROPELLER DYNAMICS ANALYSIS
As mentioned above, BEM is incorporated in this paper to investigate variations in k t and k q under different operating states. Simulations are carried out for two cases, namely axial flow and oblique flow, which involve most multirotor flight conditions.
Propeller parameters used in the simulations are measured as shown in Figure 6 . (Common propeller parameters can also be acquired from [13] ). The blades of APC 1047 are divided into eight parts (with seven airfoil sections). According to aerodynamics theory, coefficients change with Reynolds numbers. In this work, an average Reynolds number of 60000 is applied. Pitch angle and chord length can be measured as listed in Table 2 . A simulation block based on BEM is shown in Figure 7 . Inflow velocity, RPM, and aforementioned propeller parameters are input into the BEM algorithm, whereas blue block output calculated forces and torques according to Equation (1)∼ (8) . This block will be integrated into multirotor dynamics (Equation (9)∼(12)) in the following section.
1) VERTICAL RISING CASE
Quadrotor information is listed in Table 3 .
Axial flow occurs when the multirotor ascends vertically, such as during rapid takeoff and climbing mode. BEM simulations are compared with experiments as shown in
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2) FORWARD LIGHT AND LATERAL FLOW
In real flight, the maximum roll and pitch angle of multirotors are often limited at 30 degrees in the flight control system (as shown in Figure 9 ). Top speed of most multirotors is approximately 60km/h. With the BEM calculation block, the output of an APC 1047 propeller at 5000 rpm is calculated under various flow velocity and azimuth angles ranging from 0 to 15m/s and 0 to 30 degrees, respectively. This range includes most forward-flying situations; computation results are presented in Figure 10 .
As illustrated in Figure 10 (a), the thrust is 4.448N in static flow and drops to 3.08N at 30 degrees under 15 m/s. In Figure 10 (b), the lateral force increases significantly with flow velocity, which is 0N in the absence of side flow and up to 0.381N under large inflow speed at 30 degrees. The reacting torque remains relatively stable at around 0.062Nm under 10m/s as depicted in Figure 10(c) . By contrast, the conventional model generates constant results under various environments and fails to estimate lateral force F y as shown in Figure 10(b) . Despite the lack of oblique experimental results for APC 1047, experimental results of the Graupner propeller were compared with a similar BEM in [20] , guaranteeing accuracy of the propeller model used in this work.
Remark 1: Although propeller rotation speed is assumed to be constant, the control output (forces, moments) of the propulsion system will still vary under different operating conditions, which will degrade tracking performance if the control algorithm fails to 'sense' it.
Forward flight is depicted in Figure 11 , where the multirotor flies at V air = 15m/s in a static atmosphere. Thrust T p , torque Q p and all other secondary components can be calculated. Thus, undetermined components such as (9) can be assembled by transferring the axis from the propeller frame to the body frame. The momentum drag F zp will hinder the translational movement and rotate quadrotor away from the desired attitude angle because there is always distance d between the propeller plane and multirotor gravity center. According to Equation (10), the angular disturbance d θ ≈ 0.0053Nm. Considering the inertia moment is only 0.03kg · m 2 , a robust control algorithm should be implemented to improve attitude tracking performance.
Remark 2: In Figure 11 , the conventional model fails to predict F zp , which is the most important secondary force categorized as 'momentum drag'; it dominates multirotor velocity and is crucial for future attitude control. The influences of other secondary forces and moments are relatively small compared to control inputs and will not generate significant changes.
B. INFLUENCE OF THRUSTER DYNAMICS ON MULTIROTOR CONTROL PERFORMANCE
To investigate the impacts of the aforementioned thruster dynamics variations, a widely used PID controller from [9] is applied. PID controller parameters are developed based on the linear thruster model without additional adaptive or robust design. The quadrotor hovers at 1m initially and is ordered to rotate drastically to 20 degrees at t = 4s. The gravity center distance d to the propeller disk is set to be 7cm. As illustrated in Figure 12(a) , an angle tracking error finally reaches 2.5 degrees with an increase in velocity, which is caused by the increment of momentum drag moment d θ . In terms of height control, the height declines from 1m to 0.66m, indicating that the generated thrust fails to balance gravity and results in a height-tracking error; thrust coefficient k t declines under high-speed oblique income flow. The conventional PID controller fails to adapt to k t variation and outputs underestimated control eventually.
To address variations and disturbances generated by oblique flow, a control algorithm should be developed for both robustness and adaptation.
IV. ADAPTIVE BACKSTEPPING CONTROLLER DEVELOPMENT AND VERIFICATION

A. CONTROLLER DEVELOPMENT
From Equation (9), each motion (heave, roll, pitch, and yaw) is strictly feedback. As a result, the adaptive robust backstepping (ARB) controller for each motion is similar and heave motion control is presented here as an example.
The challenges in heave motion control are height disturbance d z and k t variation caused by oblique flow. The key idea of control design is depicted as follows: a) Build up extended Lyapunov function V 2,z based on errors of reference tracking and parameters estimation. b) Design control law and parameter estimation law in order to make proposed Lyapunov function ultimately uniformly bounded (by makingV 2,z < −G z V 2,z + H z ), which can also prevent control chattering. c) Adjust controller parameters to improve control performance in simulation. The control design process is shown below: From Equations (3) and (12), the dynamics equation for heave motion is:
If we let m/k t = k and (u 1 +u 2 +u 3 +u 4 )·cosφcosθ = U 1 , then the dynamics equation for heave motion is presented as
It is worth pointing out that k will change with m (due to payload variation) and k t (due to the operating environment).
Step I: Define the error variable e 1,z = z r − z, where z r denotes the desired height; then,
Defineż r = v z and v z = e 2,z + α 1,z , where α 1 is the virtual velocity, and e 2,z represents the error between real velocity and virtual velocity. The equation is represented aṡ
Propose a candidate Lyapunov function V 1,z for subsystem e 1,z :
The time derivative of V 1,z comes out to bė
Choose α 1,z =ż r + c 1,z e 1,z , where c 1,z is a positive design parameter. Then Equation (19) becomeṡ
From Equation (20) , it is obvious that the stability of the altitude tracking error e 1,φ can be guaranteed if term−e 1,z e 1.z = 0.
Step II: Given derivative v z = e 2,z + α 1 , we havė
Then propose an extended Lyapunov function V 2,z :
The derivative of V 2,z will be:
We introduce two piecewise continuous functions in control law, defining a piecewise continuous function sg(·) as
where ε is a design parameter to adjust the boundary layer around x = 0. Another piecewise continuous function f (·) is introduced as
where f (·) is implemented to make use of its special property such as f ( k k max )kk ≤ −k 2 2 + k 2 2 < −k 2 2 + k 2 max 2, as proven in [18] , wherek = k −k. Choose parameter adaptation lawk and control law U 1 for heave motion as
In Equation (24), D z is the boundary of uncertainty d z /m. c 2,z is a positive design parameter, and γ z is for intended to adjust the parameter adaptation speed. After introducing of A z and U 1 ,V 2,z becomes:
Therefore, V 2,z (t) is proved to be uniformly bounded once the control law and adaptation law are performed above. The control law are and adaptation law for attitude control can be derived in the same way. The roll controller is presented as Equation (32); pitch and yaw are similar and not listed here. 
B. CONTROLLER VERIFICATION
A simulation is carried out for comparison under the same flight condition as in section III.2B. This test is designed to Figure 13 , where the quadrotor accelerates from 0 to 20m/s with the pitch angle command rotating to 20 degrees rapidly at around t = 5s. Compared to the conventional PID controller, the ARB pitch angle precisely tracks its reference with an error around 0.6 degrees. Although thrust coefficient k t declines by 17% (from 1.63 × 10 −5 to 1.37 × 10 −5 ) due to increment of speed and tilt of income flow, the steady state tracking error in height tracking is approximately 2cm. A comparison of control performance between ARB and conventional PID is listed in Table 4 .
V. CONCUSION
In this work, an accurate multirotor dynamics is built, and an adaptive robust backstepping control algorithm is developed. The main conclusions are three-fold:
(1) Compared to conventional dynamics with a linear thruster model, the proposed multirotor dynamics with BEM can precisely predict force and moment under various flight conditions (e.g., high-speed forward flight, drastic vertical rising, and hovering in windy environments) (2) Dynamics analysis demonstrates the mechanism of disturbances and variation caused by oblique flow, and control performance will degrade without considering a robust and adaptive design. For example, a height error occurs as the income flow speed increases.
(3) An adaptive robust backstepping control algorithm is developed to address the aforementioned disturbances and variation. Simulation results of the proposed control under high speed are carried out for verification. Attitude and altitude tracking performance are each substantially enhanced compared to the conventional control method.
